
MATHEMATICS
(Maximum Marks: l0A)

(Tinne allowed: Three hours)

(Candidates are allowed sdditional I5 minutes far only reading the paper.

Tkey must NOT start writing durtng this tirne.)

This Question Paper consists of three sections A, B and C.

Candtdates ore required to attempt all questions from Section A and all questians

EITIIER.from Section B OR Section C

Section A: Internal choice has been provided in three questions offour marlrs each and two

questions of six marlcs each.

Section B: Internal choice has been provided in two qwestions offour marlcs each.

Section C: Internal chaice has been provided in two questions offour marlu each.

All working, including rough work, should be done on the same sheet as, and adjacent to

the rest of the answer.

The intended marlcs for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets I J.
Mathematical tables and graph p$pers are provided.

SECTION A (80 Marks)

Question I

(D Deterrnine whether the binary operation * on R. defined by axb : lr-bl
is commutative. Also, find the value of (-3)x.2.

(ii) Prove that:

tan2(sec-l 2) + cotz (cosec-l 3) : 1 1.

(iii) Without expanding at any stage, find the value of,the determinant:

Ir0x2]

A-
20 a b+c

20 b a+c

20 c q+b

(iv) If

(v) ,dv.^3 3 ^IlnG-;-lIX +y -5qxydx
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(vi) Theedgeofavariablecubeisincreasingattherateofl0cmlsec.Howfastis
the volurne of the "t'# 

m"using when tie edge is 5 cm loag?

5

(vii) Evaluate:

Question 2

Question 3

(a) If cos

J x-5ldx
4

(viii) irorm a di.fferentiatr equation of the famiiy of the curves f = 4ax'

(ix)Abagcontains5white,Tredand4btrackballs'Iffourballsaredrawnoneby
one with r.pi;;n*;twhat is the probability that none is white?

(x) Let A and B ire two events such that

t,tA) =]r,UrU) = U and P{Au B) =

tlnd'p' if A and B are independent events'

If the functionl : R-+R be defined as l(x) =# '{**f) u"a

1v+L / r z\

g: it-'R be defrned as g(x) - *;;'\'*t/S)
show that dgo f)(*) - (f o g){x)'

aJ

5

1

.atx -- - .

5

t4l

I4l

' to*or-l 4"= 
CI,th*nProrrethat

g,2 -12x;'cos o+4Y2 = 3lstn? o

OR

(b) Evaluate: cos 2 cos

Question 4

Using properties of determinants' show that

(
1r**ln*1 *)

= (x - plt*Z + px-za?)

I4t

l,
Ipql"1

.r q\
I

qrj
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Question 5
t4l

Question 6

. _1msLn 'xIfy=s , prove that

d2

14l

(, - ,')
dvz_=m
dx

-x v

Question 7

Theequationoftangentat(2,3)onthecurve y2 = px3 + q is y=4x-7.
Find the values of 'p' and ,q,.

OR(b) Using L'Hospital's rule, evaluate:

lim
x-+0

*r' -1og(l + x)

Question I

(a) Evaluate:
dx

5x - 4x2

(b) Evaluate: I
3 xdxsln

Question 9

OR

141

Question 10

Three persons A, B and C shoot to hit a target. Their probabilities of hitting the target are5 4 .3
7 , T and - respecrively. Find the probability that:054

target.

)20-860
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verifu Rolle's theorem for the function, .f (*) - -1 + cos x in the interval L0, z lr l

I4l

I4t
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t6l

Question 11

Solve the following system of linear equations using matrices:

x*2Y =lg, 2x- Y-z =8' -2Y+ z =7

-:

t6I

the radius of a closed right circular cylinder of given surface area and

volume is equal to half of its height'

OR

(b) prove that the area of right-angled triangle of given hypotenuse is rnaxirnum when

the triangle is isosceles'

Question L3

(a) Evaluate:
*x. -1

J tan dx

Question 12

(a) Show that
maximum

Question 15

(a) Write a

t+x

t6l

t6l

[3x2]

OR

Question 14

The probability that.a bulb produce{ in a factory will fuse after 150 days of use is 0'05'

finain. probatility that out of 5 such bulbs:

(i) None willfuse after 150 days of use'

(ii) Not more than one will fuse after 150 days of use'

(iii) More than one will fuse after 150 days of use'

(iv) ,A.t least one will fuse after 150 days of use'

SECTION B (20 Marks)

(b) Evaluate: I l* 
*' 

- a*./- ^x -x-L

vector of magnitude of 18 units in the direction of the vector t - 2i * zft

(b) Find the angle between the two lines:

x+l =Y-2-z+3 and *-1 
,

2545
(c) Find the equation of the plane passing\-r' 

perpendicular to the line joining the points (

y+2 z-l
2 5

through the Point (2, - 3, t) and
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Question 16

(a) Prove that

y -1, z+t

SECTION C (20 Marks)

C(x)=35x+250
(i) Determine the Profit funcfioa.

tii) Find the break even Points-

The revenrie function is given b-v R1.t7 : 100x - xz - x3 Find

i..

Turn over

Question 17

(a) Firid the image of the pornt (3,-2, 1) in the plane 3x - y * 4z:2
OR

(b) Derermine the equation of the trine passing through the point (-1,3,-z) and

perpendieular to the lines:

t4l

t4l

[3x2!

xyz
11?
LLJ

and
5

t6l
Question 18

Draw a rough sketeh of the curves f : * andf :4 -3x and find the area enclosed

between them.

Question 19

(a) The selling price of a commodity is fixed at t 60 and its cost function is

(c)

(i) The demand functicn.

(ii) Marginal revenue function.

For the lines of regression 4x - 2y : 4 and 2x "* 3y * 6 : 0,

fintl the mean of 'x' and the mean of ',r,'''

I
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Question 20

(a) The correlation coefficient between x and y is 0.6. trf the variance of x is 225 , the
variance ofy is 400 , mean of x is 10 and mean ofy is 20 , find

(0 the equations of two regression lines.

(ii) the expected value ofy when x : 2

oR.

(b) Find the regression coefficients by*, b*y and correlation coef,flcient 'r' for the
following data : (2,8), (6,8), (4,5) , (7 , 5), (5,2)

Question 21

(a) The marginal cost of the production of the commodity is 30 + 2x , it is known that
fixed costs are { 200, find

(i) The total cost.

(ii) The cost of increasing output from 100 to 200 units.

OR

(b) The total cost function of a firm is given by C(x) :I*, -Sxz + 30x*15
where the selling price per unit is given as { 6 . Find for what value of x will the
profit be maxirnum.

Question 22

A company uses three rnachines to manufacfure two types of shirts , half sieeves and
full sleeves. The number of hours required per week on machine Mr , M2 and M: for
one shirt of,each type is given in the following table :

Mr Mz Mr

FIalf sleeves 1 2 8/5

Full sleeves ,/. I 8/s

None of the machines can be in operation for rnore than 40 hours per week . The profit
on each half sleeve shirt is { 1 and the profit on each full sleeve. shirt is {1'50,
How rnany of each type of shirts should be made per week to maximixe the company's
profit?

[4]

t4l

[6]
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